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PRESIDENT’S REPORT  
 

Over many years, the club has built up a library of DVD’s and videos relating to fly fishing 

activities to be loaned out to members on a rotational basis. However, as everyone is no 

doubt aware, the pace of technology is growing by the day and it is probable that fewer and 

fewer of us have a functioning DVD player let alone a video recorder. Consequently, 

committee members are currently exploring the possibility of converting the material to a 

more sensible form eg: USB data storage or publishing the video links (if they exist) in the 

club newsletter.  
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Notwithstanding the many benefits of electronic storage and retrieval, there is still a lot to 

be said for the satisfaction of quietly leafing through a good book and to that extent, I would 

like to record my thanks on behalf of the club to fellow members, Daniel and Brett Carter, 

who have generously donated a beautiful book entitled “ Dynamic Nymphing: Tactics, 

Techniques and Flies from Around the World” by George Daniel for the enjoyment and 

use of all of us. 

 

The book contains a wealth of information including a good deal of instructional casting 

sequences for various methods. Our club secretary, Mike Martindale, will bring the book 

to the next club meeting and record the borrower’s name. It is anticipated that the loan 

period would be from one meeting to the next as we have done previously with other library 

items. 

 

While covid and all of its wider implications have limited my fishing opportunities over 

the last couple of years, the recent presentation by our last speaker, Rachel McNae, brought 

back many fond memories of winter days casting a fly on the Tongariro River. I know that 

the fishing has been particularly good so far this season but my most successful period on 

the river was during the early 1980’s when there was considerably less angling pressure, 

recognised by the (then) daily bag limit of 8 fish. While my visits generally covered many 

pools both above and below the SH1bridge, I inevitably focused on the area called the 

boulevard, immediately upstream of the Hydro pool. It could only be accessed from the 

left bank through tussock, pampas and small bushes from where the main stem of the river 

was mostly of a uniform depth and running briskly over and around a bed of medium to 

large boulders. 

 

This was at a time when wet-lining was still the most popular method so the majority of 

anglers were concentrating their efforts within the pools themselves. By contrast, I had 

joined the new brigade of “nymphers” and my main (and almost exclusive) fly was a 

Dobson Fly imitation of size 10 tied on a limerick hook. It was a simple but very effective 

pattern with lead wire base, a generous over body of hare’s ear fibres and a distinctive 

black epoxy head. 

 

I spent countless hours pushing upstream in about knee-deep water, prospecting every 

“nook and cranny” amongst the boulders and because of the speed of the flow, the casting 

was essentially fast and furious and quick line mending, critical. Within a few years, Louis 

de Nolfo, aka: “Louie the Fish” introduced the now, ubiquitous glo-bug which proved to 

be revolutionary but I persisted with my own pattern, wandering up the boulevard on every 

trip and hooking up endless “silver bullets” from 3lbs to 6lbs plus. 

 

I guess the main point of this little trip down “memory lane” is that it is inevitably a good 

idea to explore what might appear to be difficult and seemingly, unpopular water as those 
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lovely “silver bullets” still move up and through every part of the river and when the current 

is fast, their time to study our offerings are very, very brief. TIGHT LINES. 

 

Dave Symes 

President 

 

 

FISHING REPORT 

 

Auckland / Waikato 

No reports from the open rivers, but the Lake Pupuke Quarry has been stocked again and 

should be fishing well. 

 

Rotorua  

Lake Rotorua is exceptionally high and so probably are all the other Lakes in the area. 

Allow for this if you are doing some shore based fly fishing.  

 

On his way to the Turangi Club Trip Fikrit stopped in Rotorua for some pre-dawn fishing. 

His success was evident from the smile on his face. Nice Big prime Rainbows, all caught 

from the shore. 

 

His method? Big dark flies, retrieved very slowly. 

  

 

Rotorua sunrise. By the time this happened Fikrit already had 3 in the net and was ready 

to drive on to Turangi. Photo courtesy of Fikrit Chinassi. 
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Taupo 

The recent Club Trip to Turangi is a perfect picture of just how good the fishing in Taupo 

is this year. Ryan and I arrived at TRM around 9.30 in the morning and after a chat with 

Ross and Pip, and their new ‘guard dog’ Juno, we headed to the Tongariro. It was flowing 

at 65 cumecs, about double its normal winter flow, but we still managed to bring 3 fish to 

the net in the half hour we had before the constant rain flooded the river and turned it 

chocolate Brown. Unfortunately for us, as well as Maurice and Ron that was the Tongariro 

out for the rest of the day. 

 

Further back along the lake edge Brendan, Laurie, and Russell had made the wise decision 

to stop in at the Hatepe River which was still clear and fishing very well. They lost count 

of the number of fish hooked and got absolutely smoked by a number of Big powerful fish 

in fast water. 

 

Friday dawned and the Tongariro was again chocolate brown and unfishable, as were the 

Waiotaka, Waimarino, and Tauranga Taupo rivers. In fact the Waiotaka was flowing over 

state highway 1 at quite a rate! So what to do? The boys headed back to the Hatepe again, 

but the rest of us, now including Allen and Fikrit, went up and over the hill to the 

Waitahanui Stream. What a blast. Clear water with just a touch of green in the deeper pools 

and a run of fresh ‘silver bullets’ straight out of the Lake. There is nothing like fishing new 

water, learning the lies and the snags, and catching some prime hard fighting Rainbows. 

 

Saturday dawned with the Tongariro now back at 65 cumecs and an absolutely perfect 

colour. And it was accompanied by some absolutely perfect fishing. Maurice and I headed 

down to the Big river once again and it was spectacular. At one point I was fishing in a 

pool with two other anglers and all three of us were hooked up at the same time. Before 

long I was joined by Ryan and Pete, who had arrived on Friday night, and we fished on 

until hunger drove us back into Turangi for a well-earned pie, or two. A short break to 

clean the fish we had kept, and then back to the Tongariro once more for a few hours of 

fun before dark, hooking a bunch more fish. 

 

All this was followed by an excellent BBQ dinner of Steak, Sausages, Salad, Garlic Bread 

and store bought Chips, topped off by a whiskey or three. We also got to meet new 

Members Bree and Josh, who had arrived on Saturday afternoon and were spending the 

rest of the week in Turangi. No doubt they would have had some excellent fun fishing as 

well. 

 

So there you go, Big fish, plenty of them, and always somewhere to fish, even when the 

Big river is flooded out. Get down there. Flies of choice…Glo Bugs and Hare and Coppers. 

 

A very big thank you to Maurice for organising another great Trip, and a superb BBQ. 
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‘The Crew’ enjoying a quiet drink after an excellent dinner. Photo courtesy of  

Fikrit Chinassi. 

 

 

Saltwater 

Simon has been out again and catching some great fish. Snapper and Trevally in the main. 

Russell has been out close to Rangitoto and getting mainly smaller, but legal, pannie 

Snapper in under 10m of water. For Russell it was the Pink and White Clouser pattern, for 

Simon you will have to ask him on Club Night next week    
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Simon in action on a recent foggy morning. Photo courtesy of www.fishing.net website.  

 

 

Fishy Tales  

 

- If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to 

iconpromote@gmail.com  .  Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish.  

 

 

LAST CLUB NIGHT 

 

Last month we had Rachel McNae talking to us about fishing the Taupo area. Thank you 

once again Rachel.  

 

 

NEXT CLUB NIGHT – 16th AUGUST 7.30 PM  

 

This month we have Nigel Juby talking to us. Nigel is a very experienced fly fisher with 

experience in all kinds of water from the top of the country to the bottom, as well as being 

an elected representative on our local Auckland / Waikato Fish and Game Board. The name 

of his talk explains the topic, 13 Regions, 13 Methods.  What a fishing road trip has 

taught me. This is sure to be an interesting night and we look forward to seeing you there. 
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WHY WE FISH 

 

The meditative angler is not exempt from sensational periods. There are times when all 

the uncertainty of his chosen pursuit seems to condense itself into one big chance, and 

stand out before him like a salmon on the top wave of a rapid. He sees his luck hangs by 

a single strand of gut, and he cannot tell whether it will hold or break. This is the 

thrilling moment and he never forgets it. 

Henry van Dyke - The Thrilling Moment, 1899 

 

 

CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS 

 

Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and 

email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have 

changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or 

so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise Barrie Barnes 

by email, his email address is barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi . 

 

 

FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT 

 

The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a 

‘buddy’ to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a fly-

fishing dating service…  

 

Name   Availability    Contact Details  

Ron Blair  Anytime, has a 14.4 Marco   home 09 834 8841   

with 60hp etec Evenrude   mobile 0275 006 336 

for serious fishing Salt or Fresh  ron.blair@xtra.co.nz 

Les Rose  Retired and is happy to take another  home 09 4183634 

person fishing during the week. 

Graham Carter  Lives in Hamilton, keen on   021 026 00437 

   weekday / mid-week trips.  07 855 1833 

Lloyd Altham             Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167 

Available most time, but prefer  Home 09 420 3120 

weekdays.    email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz 

Gary Bolstad  Keen to get out Stream, Lake or even  Mobile 022 379 3070 
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Saltwater fly-fishing. Has both Fish &         gd.bolstad@gmail.com  

Game and Taupo season licences so keen 

to go almost anywhere. Retired so free to  

go most of the time. 

Derek Robinson          Retired available most times keen to do  Ph   4437311 

Waikato streams and most other things.  Mob: 0212 595 371 

        pamanddek@outlook.com   

 

CLUB TROPHIES 

 

Brown Trout Trophy – This is awarded to The Heaviest Brown Trout caught by a Club 

Member during the year – 1st April to 31st March. Current holder is Fikrit Chinassi. 

 

Chain Snore Trophy – A fun award given immediately after any Club Trip to the person 

who has done the ‘funniest’ thing over the weekend. If nobody has had anything like this 

happen it may be awarded to the worst snorer. Current Holder is Russell Nelson! 

 

Ian Hunt Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Trout caught fly-fishing by a Club Member 

during the Pupuke Challenge Competition. A competition run every year to promote the 

Lake Pupuke fishery. This was not held this year due to Covid lock down. Current holder 

is Lucas Bathurst. 

 

I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Awarded to the Club Member who has caught the most 

species of Saltwater fish fly-fishing over the year – 1st April to 31st March. Current holder 

is Johan Kok. 

 

Rodd And Gunn Trophy – This is the Club Competition which takes place over two days. 

One Day on a Lake and one day on a River. Current holder is Johan Kok. 

 

The Lake part of the competition has its own Trophy, the I Love Flyfishing Stillwater 

Trophy. Current holder is Meinrad Roehrs. 

 

 

QUOTABLE QUOTES 

 

The Essentials of a Good Fly-Hook: The temper of an angel and penetration of a 

prophet; fine enough to be invisible and strong enough to kill a bull in a ten-acre field. 

G.S. Marryat 
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The lake above the Hatepe dam was 

so full on Saturday that it was 

flowing over the slipway. Making 

for a very full and fast flowing river. 

Photo courtesy of Brendan James. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“BROWN TROUT TROPHY” COMPETITION RULES 

 

Winning fish will be determined by weight.  

Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph. 

Details to be provided to any committee member. 

Competition period April 1st to March 31st . Prize awarded at AGM in April.  

Winner’s name and weight of fish to be published in May club newsletter. 
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NSFF CLUB SALT WATER FLY FISHING COMPETITION RULES 

 

The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the 

process, to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of 

salt water species. It will run from 1st April in one year to 31st March in the next year with 

the trophy awarded at the following AGM. For the full rules please refer to the Club 

Website www.nsff.org.nz  

 

 

CLUB TRIPS 2022 – 2023  

 

February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes - 2023 

March – Lake Otamangakau - 2023 

May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes – 2023 

June – Tongariro – Club River Fishing Competition - 2023 

July – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo - 2023 

November – Lake based Club Competition Trip – NOV 2022 

December / January – Tuition weekend (Held if enough ‘novice’ anglers are interested) 

December – Lake Otamangakau – DEC 2022 

 

The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the 

country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your 

committee know. 

. 

 

JOKE OF THE MONTH 
 

Reaching the end of a job interview, the Human Resources Officer asks a young engineer 

fresh out of  Auckland University, "And what starting salary are you looking for?"  

 

The young engineer replies, "In the region of $125,000 a year, depending on the benefits 

package." 

 

 The interviewer inquires, "Well, what would you say $250,000 a year, and a benefits 

package of five weeks vacation, 14 paid holidays, full medical and dental, company 

matching retirement fund to 50% of salary, and a company car leased every two years, 

say, a red BMV?"  

 

The young engineer sits up straight and says, "Wow! Are you kidding?"  

 

The interviewer replies, "Yeah, but you started it." 
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THE FLY ROD-BREAKIN’ BLUES - JOE MAHLER 

This article is taken from the www.epicflyrods.com website.  

It is worth noting that while a defect in manufacture is possible it is exceptionally unlikely 

with todays modern rods. 

 

At one time or another in every fly fisher’s life he will find himself quietly looking down 

at a broken rod. That sinking feeling. Maybe it was a favorite, or maybe it’s the night before 

a bonefish trip. There are many ways to break a rod and, over the years, I have been guilty 

of more than my share. Sometimes the fault lies in the rod, but more likely it is operator 

error. If you buy a quality rod in today’s market, you can expect that it will come with a 

“no questions asked” guarantee. The rod maker will repair or replace your rod, but you will 

be out of commission for a few days or a few weeks and you will pay a shipping and 

handling charge from $50-$100, depending on the manufacturer. Here are some of the most 

common causes of breakage and a few tips for keeping your favorite rods in service. 

 

HIGH STICKING 

  

 

  

It is estimated that 75% of breaks 

are not related to fighting fish. Of 

the remaining 25%, almost all can 

be attributed to high-sticking. 

High-sticking occurs when the 

rod is raised to the vertical when 

fighting a fish or freeing a snag, 

placing undue stress on the tip 

section of the rod. It makes for a 

striking pose in oil paintings and 

catalog covers, but here in Florida 

it can quickly turn your four-

piece rod into a five-piece 

model. A better choice is to apply 

side-pressure forming a deep 

bend in the rod. For freeing a snag 

try a quick side-to-side motion, or 

roll-casting toward the snag. If 

breaking off is necessary, point 

the rod tip directly at the fly and 

pull the line steadily.  
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Another type of high-sticking is gripping the rod above the cork handle when fighting a 

fish in hopes of gaining leverage. In many cases, this will hinder the action and place too 

much tension on the weakest part of the rod.   

 

STRINGING UP 
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Some rods are broken before the fishing starts. When stringing up your rod, be sure to pull 

an ample amount of fly line through the tip and pull straight out while cradling the rod in 

the opposite hand. Pulling against the rod will result in a “U” formation in the top six-to-

eight inches of the rod and likely cause breakage. 

 

NICKS FROM WEIGHTED FLIES 

Heavily weighted flies can be deadly on fish and equally deadly on fly rods. When a 

passing fly collides with the rod, a nick can occur, weakening the blank. This weak spot is 

usually discovered when fighting a big fish or making a particularly long cast. To avoid 

this, open your casting loop or use an elliptical or “Belgian-style” cast. Many top-quality 

rod blanks have high-tech resin coatings to resist impact. If you regularly fish with 

weighted flies, the extra money spent will be well worth it.  

 

IMPROPER SEATING OF FERRULES 
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Multi-piece rods come equipped with flexible ferules to give the most uniform action. In 

order for them to perform, they must be securely seated. Loose connections will give a 

“wobbly” feel when casting and can possibly break from the inside out. To properly seat 

your rod, push together with guides ¼ turn off and then rotate into position. When taking 

apart, reverse by turning the rod sections ¼ turn in the opposite direction and then pulling 

apart. 

 

Keep ferrules lubricated by applying paraffin, candle wax, or bar soap. If your rod is 

hopelessly stuck together, enlist the help of a buddy. Each of you should place one hand 

on each side of the connection and pull apart. Rods that are left assembled for extended 

periods tend to be the hardest to free.   

 

WALKING WITH ROD IN HAND  

To avoid breakage by “feeding” your rod to a tree or bush, simply carry your rod with the 

tip pointed behind you, leaving the rod strung. Many rod tips have been left behind by 

catching the top eye on a limb and pulling the rod apart and not having the line to keep it 

together. Better yet, break your rod down when hiking through heavy brush.  

 

BOATING A BIG FISH 

 

When a big fish comes to the boat, 

things can happen fast. It is 

sometimes necessary to stick the rod 

deep in the water for a final dash 

under the boat. A rod under full load 

that touches the gunwale is likely to 

explode. Once the line is grabbed by 

hand immediately allow slack and 

plenty of it. From this point on, the 

fish should be hand-lined to 

submission, but be ready if the fish 

makes another run. 
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ROAD RAGE  

Car doors, trunk lids and tail gates have all claimed their share of rod casualties, but my 

latest close call came when I left my rod and reel on top of my car. Luckily, as I drove 

away, I saw my outfit hit the road out of the corner of my eye. Amazingly, it resulted in 

only a little “Road Rash” to my reel.  

 
I had always heard of rods falling prey to ceiling fans, but frankly I never really saw the 

danger. One day I walked into my family room, holding an assembled rod and looking 

toward the “Breaking News” on the television. News Flash: Ceiling fans do break rods. 

Sliding-glass doors, spring-loaded doors, narrow hallways, and lanai screens also pose 

potential hazards around the house. It is always best to disassemble your rod outside. And 

one last word of caution- DOGS LOVE CORK! 

 

I hope that you will find these tips useful, and wish you and your rod many days of great 

fishing. 

 

Author 

 
Joe Mahler is one of the USA's leading fly casting instructors and author and illustrator of 

“Essential Knots & Rigs for Trout” and “Essential Knots & Rigs for Salt Water”.  
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HOW TO FLY FISH FLOODED RIVERS 

This article is by Chis Gore and taken from the www.manictackle.com website. 

 

Welcome to that time of the year where we obsess over weather patterns and river levels. 

Almost daily we'll try to predict when the two will meet together in that sweet spot of 

river post-flood dropping and clearing, and with it a new mob of fresh run fish. 

 

There’s no escaping reality though, you gotta pay to play. Perfect conditions on a river 

like the Tongariro won't come without first dealing with some decent flood events - 

which, as Murphy's Law would have it, doesn’t usually time well with your fishing plans. 

 

So, what can you do to try and salvage a fishing trip when you’re dealt a rough hand by 

the weather gods? You can still go fishing, and you can still catch fish, you’ll just need to 

change tactics and work a little bit harder. 

 

In this article, Chris Dore shares few tips on dealing with flooded rivers, and how to 

approach things when it starts to drop. 

 

HOW TO FLY FISH FLOODED RIVERS IN WINTER 

 

FIND BACKWATERS & SIDE CHANNELS 

Chances are while they were low, dry and weedy on your last visit, they may hold sufficient 

water now, and just maybe a few fish. Fish will seek out cover in side channels and will 

stack up making it an easy proposition to cover them well. They'll be pretty happy where 

they are so you can have some amazing sessions on a piece of water that’s normally only 

ankle deep. 

 

HIT THE EDGES 

 

Fish the edges, inside bends and other softer water areas. This is where the fish will be 

found, and are accessible in high, dirty flows. Make sure to work your way through all of 

the soft water from the inside of the fast bend, right though to your feet. 

 

Changing the weight of your fly a couple of times is important if you want to effectively 

cover the deep, faster stuff and then move into the shallow water without constant drag and 

snags. 

 

The key here is to cover every inch of water, so persevere long enough and you’ll put a fly 

right in front of a fish's face, which you have to do because they’re not coming looking for 

it. 
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FISH BIG, CONTRASTY FLIES 

 

Dark sz10 and sz12 nymphs, big, black streamers, or large, bright glo bugs are the order of 

the day here. The fly needs to be seen, and it needs to stand out amongst the plethora of 

debris coming downstream. 

 

Trout only have a short period of time to make the decision to eat, so make it obvious and 

unmistakable. 

 

MOVE YOUR FLY 

 

It’s perfectly possible to catch fish in water that many deem unfishable. You just have to 

fish flies that the fish can locate in a way that enables them to locate them. Pulling large, 

rubber-legged nymphs, hot head patterns or streamers can turn a potential shocker into a 

decent day out. 

 

PLAN B - LAKE EDGES AND RIVERMOUTHS 

 

We have some of the most productive lakes in the world, so why not explore them. These 

are likely to remain clear throughout, and the sight fishing they provide is often second to 

none. 

 

Even though the stream might be spewing out chocolate milk into the lake there will always 

be an obvious seam where dirty meets freshwater, and the trout will hang out here picking 

up easy meals. 

 

Rip a streamer through or dead drift some nymphs under an indicator. This kind of fishing 

can be phenomenally good. 

 

FISH SAFE 

 

Don’t try and cross a flooded stream, watch out for unstable banks, let someone know 

where you’re going and when you’ll be back, and wear good gear. Never underestimate a 

river at full flow, carry a wading staff and always have an exit strategy. 

 

WHAT ABOUT POST-FLOOD FLY FISHING? 

 

After a big flush the shape and structure of a river can change and they may not fish the 

same as they did pre-flood. This is normal following a big fresh but many anglers struggle 

to come to grips with the changes in the rivers and behaviour of post-flood fish. 
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Good anglers can always go to a new river, read it and find fish. Those who simply learn 

which pockets usually hold fish and just target those spots are often lost as their favourite 

holes change. These simple rules will help you re-learn your local after a decent flood 

event, and even if it’s not a massive blow-out put them into practice and locate a bit of new 

water anyway. 

 

TROUT LOVE STABILITY 

 

Look for permanent structure like large boulders, cut banks and depth – those things that 

are unlikely to change. Chances are the trout aren’t holding in that straightened gravelly 

reach. Wider sections of riverbed with lower banks are often better equipped to handle big 

flows than narrower, channeled sections as floodwaters can spread and gouge out the 

riverbed much less. 

 

Search out wider pools and this is often where post-flood trout can be found and focus on 

backwaters, wider areas of river channel where the water won’t have torn through, and 

inside bends where the force of the current will have missed. Look for stability and darker, 

algae-covered rocks as this is where the food will be. 

 

FIND COVER 

 

If they’re not feeding, trout seek cover. Larger, deeper pools seem to be where numbers 

can be found. As rivers settle back in, fish will venture out and repopulate greater areas but 

for now, focus some time on the deep pools and drop-offs. Trout will often feed closer to 

cover without an abundance of food to pull them into the open. 

 

THE POST-FLOOD TROUT DIET 

 

With a big washout, a trout’s diet becomes heavily focused on food items that survive. 

Cased and free-living caddis often survive secreted within holes and crevasses in boulders 

and sizable rocks, while terrestrials such as willow grub, beetle and cicada can often 

become the mainstay. Whilst mature mayfly nymphs often wash out in floods, juveniles in 

egg form often remain, and so trout may feed on these much smaller nymphs along inside 

bends and other places less affected by swollen flows. 

 

Following a big fresh many mature mayflies get washed out. The remaining nymphs are 

often tiny juveniles that survived, secreted in the tightest of cracks and crevasses. However, 

caddis are much more resilient post-flood and so I look toward larger free living and horn-

cased caddis as my after-flood staples. 
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Streamers too offer a well-needed mouthful, so keep a Dore's Mr Glister handy, and don’t 

be shy to send a squirmy wormy for a swim to prospect likely looking water. 

 

And with the redds being disturbed and water colour being spot on the glo bug really comes 

into its own so how a selection of sizes and colours on hand, and chop and change until 

you find the one that will do the damage. 

 

TROUT STRIKE AT EVERYTHING 

 

With flooding comes debris and fish will often sample a number of things, twigs, leaves 

and gravel included. With the abundance of debris in the drift now, trout will develop a 

very quick ejection reflex on anything they find isn’t legit. 

 

Notice an abundance of super-fast ejections on your nymph this past week? Are the fish 

eating and dropping your fly super-fast? That indicator dipping erratically? You need to 

set faster. Control your drift, recover slack line and consider a fast, low side set. 

 

HIT THE RIVER QUICKLY IN SUMMER 

 

With less food on offer fish will only feed when it is worth their while post summer fresh. 

This may be a few brief periods when the invertebrate drift is heavy, or mid-morning when 

the willow grub really get going. This probably won’t last for long so you need to make 

the most of any activity you find. If the fish are feeding and you’re tangled you are fluffing 

around trying to make the cast then you need to get with it - you may just miss the best shot 

of the day. 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: 

Chris Dore is a battle tested fly fishing guide with over 15 years of professional guiding 

experience, battling the demanding, ever changing conditions that our New Zealand rivers 

throw at us. 

 

In 2006 Chris became one of the first New Zealanders to successfully pass the 

internationally recognised Federation of Fly Fishers Certified Casting Instructors 

examination and has since taught many thousands of anglers to up their skillset. 

 

 

FLY TYING FOR OPPORTUNISTIC SCROUNGERS 

By Tony Orman 

 

Fly tying can be either a fish catching or an art in creating a fly that looks so beautiful 

requires great skill to tie and mostly still catches trout. 
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With fly tying as an art form, I think of John Morton who I had the privilege to know as a 

good friend and angling companion. His skills were incredible. His flies could be 

wonderful creations, such as his dragon fly nymph “Little Annie” or his Frog pattern. 

 

But he also tied up necessarily “not so pretty flies”, basic in their tying and tied solely to 

catch trout. The reality is, many - but not necessarily all - of the better trout flies are simple 

to tie. And many only require materials that you can get for ‘next to nothing’. 

 

Of course your initial outlay for vice, bobbin holder, scissors etc. will cost something  but 

thereafter you can cut your costs greatly by being an opportunist scrounger. 

 

Expert scrounging is an art and a skill.  

 

It requires a good amount of resourcefulness and large amounts of fertile imagination. 

 

Rabbit Fly 

 

For instance there’s the story behind the Rabbit Fly, a wet fly lure which works well 

anywhere in North or South Islands.  Alan Duncum of Hawkes Bay was the creator of the  

 

Rabbit fly lure. Perhaps one evening Alan’s eyes noticed his wife’s slippers that were 

trimmed with rabbit fur.  

 

Using some scissors he cut a strip off and used it to tie a trout fly. It also said he was still 

married to the same lady, so she must have been an understanding wife! 

 

You don’t need to go around seeking womens’ slippers to get rabbit fur. You could get into 

trouble doing that! 

 

If you’re a hunter shoot a rabbit and skin it, peg it out, inside of the skin up/fur down.  

 

Then smear the skin with a 50-50 mixture of baking soda and kerosene. Do this for 3 or 4 

days and then let it dry for a few days. Then to soften it up, rub it with a pumice. 

 

Perhaps you don’t hunt but know a hunter? If you know one, ask - i.e. scrounge -  him or 

her for a rabbit skin off the next one shot. 

 

Perhaps you don’t hunt or don’t know a hunter?  

 

Road Kills 
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Well in driving the country roads or highways carry a plastic bag and look for a clean road 

kill. Often a rabbit or hare killed by a car has had only a glancing but fatal blow so it’s dead 

and not a bloody mess. 

 

Grab the animal and either skin it there and then leaving the skinned carcass for a hawk - 

or take it home and skin it, peg it out and cure it. 

 

The trout fly use for rabbit fur is not confined to Alan Duncum’s rabbit fly lure. I’ve found 

rabbit fur dubbing nymphs to be pretty good too. 

 

In the Rabbit Fly lure the strip of skin with fur is used for the top wing. i.e. to look like a 

small fish. The body is normally chenille in shop tied Rabbit flies. But you don’t need 

chenile - use wool, red, green, yellow, orange or whatever takes your fancy. It’s very cheap 

at the wool shop or you can just pinch some from your wife’s wool balls in the 

knitting/sewing kit. 

 

The rabbit fly has a ribbing of thin wire just to hold the ‘wing’ in place. More on that thin 

copper wire later. 

 

Hare And Copper 

 

I mentioned briefly hare fur. Frequently I see road killed hares. Hare fur is very good for 

nymphs such as the Hare and Copper nymph, surely one of the most buggy looking nymphs 

out? Well the trout think so. 

 

The Hare and Copper nymph uses thin copper wire as ribbing around the body. You can 

buy copper wire for fly tying from most tackle shops.  

 

But back to the thin copper wire. I scrounged loads of it from the local auto-electrician in 

towns in the 1970s. I’ve still got those rolls - they last decades and cost me nothing except 

a smile and a poverty stricken look when I asked. 

 

UK nymph guru Frank Sawyer used simple nymphs. His book “Nymphs and the Trout” is 

a great book. 

 

Killer Bug 

 

One of Frank Sawyer’s simple nymphs was the Killer Bug, made of fawnish wool wrapped 

around the hook torpedo style and a ribbing of that copper wire, hopefully scrounged from 
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the auto-electrician. That’s all - simple, easy to tie and a “killer” to coin Frank Sawyer’s 

name for it. 

 

A ball of a suitably coloured wool of that will last you a lifetime! 

 

With the wool, a strand is three or four mini-strands together. Pick these out and use just 

one. That’ll make the ball of wool last a lifetime. 

 

Flies don’t have to be pretty. Many an ugly fly will catch trout. Therein lies a potential 

failing. A fly that looks good to the human eye may not look good to the trout’s eye - and 

perception. 

 

Going back to road kills, a road killed possum skin gives you oodles of excellent fur for 

dubbing nymphs. Skin the carcass and cure it with that baking soda/kerosene paste mix and 

the same with the black furred tail which gives you countless  flies, either dark nymphs or 

John Morton’s Hob Nail Boot, a favourite after dark streamer fly of mine. 

 

Hob Nail Boot 

 

The Hob Nail Boot is an excellent fly lure. I recall John Morton telling me it’s important 

to tie it sparsely. Don’t over-dress it. 

I scrounged an old wallaby skin off a taxidermist and used the fur as dubbing for a nymph 

I called The Bouncer. 

 

Possum fur is very underrated for flies. Possum fur comes in a couple of variations. For 

instance there’s the brown pelt and the grey one. The grey possum is ideal to dye 

particularly an olive colour. 

 

Olive coloured possum fur is ideal for the Green Stonefly Nymph for up-country rivers  and 

tying damsel fly imitations for Lake Argyle. The Hob Nail Boot in olive on a size 6 or 8 

hook is a good imitation of a dragon fly nymph. About size 10 or 12 hook, ideal for a 

damsel fly nymph. 

 

Anyone with chooks inevitably has to kill them to renew egg laying stock. If you have a 

friend with hens, ask them when they kill one, if you could have the neck hackle feathers. 

Three or four fibres make good tails for nymphs.  

 

There’s no end to the opportunities. You just have to keep your eyes wide open and that 

imagination running in top gear. 
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Another example of the prime Taupo Rainbows this year. This fish is fat all the way 

through to its tail. Photo courtesy of Brian Wilson and his weekly Taupo Fishing Report. 

 

 

LAKE ROTORUA AT HIGHEST LEVEL IN 5 YEARS 

Media Release - Bay of Plenty Regional Council – 29/07/2022 

 

Lake Rotorua is experiencing its highest sustained levels since 2017 following heavy 

rainfall in June and July according to Bay of Plenty Regional Council data. 

The latest data  shows the lake level has risen 600mm since April 2022 and Engineering 

Manager Mark Townsend says don’t expect the level to drop quickly. 

The water from Lake Rotorua flows out through the Ōhau Channel and stop-logs were 

removed in early June to allow more water to flow out of the lake. 

 “There’s only so much water that can go out the Ōhau Channel so there’s no quick fix”, 

Mr Townsend says. 

“Continued rain will result in the high Lake Rotorua levels being sustained for longer and 

could even rise further.” 

The high lake level will affect storm water drainage in the lower reaches of the streams that 

flow into Lake Rotorua and there is likely to be increased erosion along lake frontages. 
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Regional Council has been communicating with Rotorua Lakes Council staff regarding 

storm water issues in low lying areas as they are working to keep storm water outlets clear 

to prevent flooding 

It should also be noted that the level of Lake Rotoiti is controlled via the Okere Gates so 

this does not affect the levels in Lake Rotorua. 

 
Ohau Weir. 

 

 

LAKE PUPUKE QUARRY RELEASE 

 

On top of the 300 2 year old Rainbows released into the Lake Pupuke Quarry last month 

another 200 Trout will be released sometime over the next few weeks. 

 

As well as the fishing this may be something you want to see yourself, or your kids / 

grandkids may enjoy watching, so as soon as we know the date we will send out an email 

to all Club Members to let them know. 
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In the meantime, happy fishing, and don’t forget please let Fish and Game and / or someone 

on the Committee know how your fishing went if you get the chance to throw a Pupuke 

line. 

 

 

BETTER WINTER NYMPHING PRESENTATIONS 

This article is by Chris Dore and is taken from the www.manictackle.com website. Chris 

is a long established Guide and an exceptional fly fisher. 

 

Where summertime is all about long, fine leaders, stealth and delicacy, winter nymphing 

is about getting things done with flies and scenarios that often present problems. 

 

The objective of deep, winter nymphing is to get your flies down to the bottom. The sooner, 

and longer they drift in the zone the more time winter trout have to locate, and eat them. 

The key factors in achieving quick depth are removing, or reducing resistance to the fly, 

and the weight and profile of the flies themselves. 

 

LEVEL WINTER NYMPHING LEADERS 

 

TRY A SECTION OF TAPERED LEADER 

 

While level leaders are a great tool for those who can handle them, the positioning of a 

visible indicator can rob your cast of energy and fail to turn your flies over on longer 

leaders. 

 

One option is to clip your indicator directly to the loop on your fly line, however, the 

transition between your thicker fly line and level 3 or 4x can create other issues. 

 

To smooth out your turnover, try a short, powerful butt section to your indicator leading to 

a tippet ring, then several feet or more of level fluorocarbon. 

 

The short, 3’ butt section will continue energy to your indicator and help smooth out your 

cast somewhat. Ensure a long, smooth loading move, laser straight tracking and a late, 

smooth rotation to turn your rig over. 

 

REDUCE TIPPET DIAMETER WHERE POSSIBLE 

 

Reducing the diameter of our leaders to further reduce the pull of the currents is the 

common practice in getting our flies deeper. Modern, fine-diameter tippet materials present 

less mass to the water and are pulled through the surface and water column more 

effortlessly by our flies. 
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Keeping this in mind, longer, level tippet sections offer benefits here over our more 

traditional tapered leaders, which present more mass as the flies sink, and the thicker mid 

and butt sections will slow your fly's descent. 

 

Remember, tapers are designed to transfer energy and unfurl your cast. With the inertia 

and momentum of heavier flies, they will easily turn over a longer, level leader. 

 

GIVE EURO A GO 

 

This is where recently popular euro nymph techniques can come into their own. Euro 

nymphing rods are designed to better protect finer tippets and, with your leader suspended 

beneath the rod tip, your flies get to depth with vastly reduced influences from both the 

surface currents and water column. 

 

Sometimes however you can only afford a short drift, and so you must add weight… 

 

WINTER NYMPHING PRESENTATIONS 

 

Heavy flies are often a chore to cast and to present accurately for many. As your cast turns 

over, the inertia of a pair of heavy flies continues in the direction of the cast, often pulling 

up tight, bouncing back or kicking in the final stages, introducing slack line to your cast. 

Here are a few tips on how we can counter this. 

 

TRY AN ELLIPTICAL CAST 

 

Consider an elliptical, or Belgian cast when dealing with streamers and heavier nymphs. 

As seen in our Lockdown Lessons video below, the elliptical, or constant tension cast is an 

easy way to remove the kick from heavier flies and is simply performed with a horizontal-

oriented backcast, pulled through into an overhead forward stroke. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ItP2zZgtwdg  

 

MENDING IS EVERYTHING 

 

Employing mends, and the aforementioned longer, finer diameter level tippet will allow 

you to often get lighter flies deeper, allowing more control and accuracy of your 

presentation, and avoid somewhat the need for heavier flies. 
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We employ mends either aerially, or after the line lands, to reduce the tension on our fly, 

allowing it to move more freely through the water column and sink without inhibition of 

tension from the fly line. 

 

The tuck cast, or overpowered forward cast is a popular presentation with nymph anglers 

allowing the fly to land first, followed by a pile of slack leader. Simply aim your vertically 

oriented loop a tad higher, and either overpower or pull back in the final stages of your 

delivery immediately following the stop. If pulling backwards, imagine ‘bouncing’ your 

hand. 

 

However, for precision, accuracy and control I’m a huge fan of the Reach Mend, as 

demonstrated below. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eSxTYM0bfdk  

 

You can choose how much slack you wish to add to your presentation with the added bonus 

of your flies landing ready to fish. Once your flies land and begin sinking, they are not 

lifted again by some gaudy, overcooked mend, losing the precious depth they have gained 

in the initial stages of their drift. 

 

USE HEAVY FLIES 

 

Weighting the fly is the most common method to attain depth for winter 

nymphing. Tungsten beads, lead underbodies and wired bodies are all options; employed 

singularly or in combinations to create a heavier fly. Reducing buggy materials that can 

trap air and hold up in the water column is another way to create a quicker sinker, or employ 

epoxied bodies for even less resistance and a super slick sink. 

 

The Bomb Squad, Simon's Uglies and Iron Maidens are deadly examples of employing 

weight into super successful flies. 

 

Remember the finer your tippet, the quicker your fly will sink. Even the heaviest bomb 

won't sink too fast if attached to something the diameter of a garden hose. 

 

ADD WEIGHT TO YOUR LEADER 

 

Weighting the leader is another common practice for adding weight to your rig. Loon Deep 

Soft Weight is a non-toxic tungsten putty that you can easily adjust according to the amount 

you roll onto your leader. Simply pluck out the desired amount, roll it between your hands 

to soften it up and apply it to your leader in a small ball or oblong. Make sure you drop it 

into the river before making your cast to harden and set the putty. 
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Loon Black Drops are a reusable, non-toxic alternative to traditional lead split shot and 

come in three weights: .8g, .4g and 1.2g. 

 

Add as many as needed to get down fast. A handy tip to protect finer tippet is to split your 

tippet six inches or so above your top fly and reattach it using a blood knot leaving the 

downward tag end long, similar to the drop shot method. If you have tied an overhand knot 

in this tag end before tying your blood knot then you have a short dropper independent of 

your main leader to which you can squeeze on your shot, without risking the integrity of 

your leader. 

 

You may also wish to reattach your tippet via a tippet ring which gives you the option of 

using lighter breaking strain nylon to create your dropper. The benefit of this is if your shot 

snags up, chances are this will break away before your flies do. Remember the overhand 

knot at the end of your shot dropper - this is what prevents your shot from slipping off. 

 

The final benefit of employing this shot rig is that you can use the shot for weight, and 

choose lighter, or even unweighted flies for more natural movement. This is especially 

effective in low flows, on clear bright days, or on more pressured fish. 

 

There is plenty more winter nymphing ahead of us so get out there and get down to where 

the fish are. 

 

 

EDITORS NOTE 

 

Female Members. 

 

Our Club Membership is almost all male, whereas some other Clubs have strong Female 

Membership. The Taupo Club now has over 50% Female Membership.  

 

So I ask a small favour of you all. Ask your wives, girlfriends, daughters, and female 

friends that might be interested in fishing, why they have not joined the Club. Is it 

something we as are a Club are doing, are not doing? What can we do to make our Club 

more inviting to Female Members? 

 

Your Committee would really appreciated any feedback you can provide. 
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FISHING FUNNIES 
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 (Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated) 

 

MEMBERS FEEDBACK 

We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.   

But are we?? 
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative. 

For example, have you been on a club fishing trip?  Did you enjoy yourself?  What would 

you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of?  Less of? In 

short, talk to us. 

The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.  

So if you have something on your mind let us know. 

 

Thank you - Your committee 

 

NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE 

 

Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST 

Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge. 

Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST 

Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST 

 

If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club 

Nights. 

 

Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm: 
Birkenhead RSA, Recreation Drive, Birkenhead, North Shore City 

NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE 

Club Patron – Dave McLellan  

President - Dave Symes       486-6257 Takapuna                       dssymes@xtra.co.nz 

Secretary - Mike Martindale   489 1082   Takapuna         miketmartindale@gmail.com       

Treasurer - Barrie Barnes  021 925 006 Glenfield            barrie@iloveflyfishing.kiwi  

Magazine - Duncan Frew  021 648 956  Torbay                  iconpromote@gmail.com  

Committee - Simon Hoole 021 037 6047 Northcote              hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz  

Members      Pawel Mikolajczyk 021 960 806            pawel_mikolajczyk@yahoo.co.nz  

          Maurice Parlane 021 650 692   Northcote           maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz 

           Neil Smit   021 274 5625 West Harbour        neil.smit@sew-eurodrive.co.nz  

    

             
North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated 


